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Abstract: This paper describes our participation
in the Task understanding task of the Tasks track
at TREC 2016. We introduce a general probabilis-
tic framework in which we combine query sug-
gestions from web search engines with keyphrases
generated from top ranked documents.

1 Introduction
The aim of the TREC Tasks track (Yilmaz et al., 2015) is
to devise evaluation methodology for evaluating task-based
retrieval systems. In our participation we focus on Task un-
derstanding, one of the problems addressed by the track.
Specifically, it asks for a ranked list of keyphrases “that rep-
resent the set of all tasks a user who submitted the query
may be looking for” (Yilmaz et al., 2015). The goal is to
provide a complete coverage of subtasks for an initial query,
while avoiding redundancy. The suggested keyphrases are
judged with respect to each subtask on a three point scale
(non-relevant, relevant, and highly relevant). Subtasks are
only used in the evaluation, and not available when generat-
ing the keyphrases. In addition to the initial query string, the
entities mentioned in there are also made available (identi-
fied by their Freebase IDs). The quality of the ranked list of
keyphrases is evaluated using diversity-aware metrics.

2 Approach
Our approach to task understanding makes use of two
keyphrase sources: (i) keywords extracted from relevant
documents and (ii) web search engine suggestions. Both
sources are combined linearly in a probabilistic scoring
model for estimating the probability that a keyphrase q was
generated by the initial query q0: P(q|q0). The overview of
our approach is depicted in Fig. 1. Formally:

P(q|q0) = σPs(q|q0)+(1−σ)Pk(q|q0) (1)

where the keyphrase generation probabilities from web
search engine suggestion (subscript s) and keyword extrac-
tion (subscript k) are combined using the mixture weight σ.

The web search engine suggestions are the top-10 query
suggestions from RESTful suggestion APIs of the Google
and Bing search engines, given the original query.

Estimating Pk(q|q0) entails three main steps. First, we ob-
tain the top-10 results from web search engines using the
original query and extract a set of keywords from them. Sec-
ond, we construct possible keyphrase candidates from the
original query and the extracted keywords. In the final, third
step, we score each candidate keyphrase by combining our
confidence scores from the previous steps in a generative
probabilistic framework.
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Figure 1: Our task understanding approach.

2.1 Extracting keywords
We issue the initial query (q0) against two web search en-
gines (Google and Bing) and collect from each the top-K
documents (K = 10). Each document is represented with two
fields: dsnippet holds the snippet that was displayed on the
SERP and dcontent stores the full document content (stripped
from HTML elements). We extract keywords from each
document field using the RAKE keyword extraction sys-
tem (Rose et al., 2010). We note that these keywords are ac-
tually phrases, i.e., may consist of more than a single term.
For each keyword k extracted from document field d f , the
associated confidence score is denoted by s(k,d f ). We filter
the extracted keywords from noise by retaining only those
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of our generative proba-
bilistic model for generating keyphrases.

that: (i) have an extraction confidence above a given thresh-
old; (ii) are at most 5 terms long; (iii) each of the terms has a
length between 4 and 15 characters and is either a meaning-
ful number (i.e., max. 4 digits) or a term (excluding contains
noisy substrings and reserved keywords from mark-up lan-
guages).

2.2 Generating candidate keyphrases
Given the initial query and the extracted keywords, we form
a weighted set of candidate keyphrases. We consider three
different ways of combining a keyword k and the initial
query q0:

(1) adding k as a suffix to q0;

(2) adding k as a suffix to an entity mentioned in q0;

(3) returning k as-is, without considering q0.

If the initial query contains multiple entities, then (2) is per-
formed for each of the mentioned entities. Each generated
keyphrase q is assigned a weight based on which rule gener-
ated it:

s(q,q0,k) =

 α, if q = q0⊕ k,
β, if q = e⊕ k,
γ, otherwise.

(2)

where α+ β+ γ = 1. When a keyphrase could be gener-
ated by multiple rules then we take the one with the highest
weight.

We use a custom operator for concatenation, ⊕, which
first removes the longest common subphrase from the right-
side concatenation term. For example: “aa bb”⊕ “bb cc” =
“aa bb cc” and “choose bathroom decor” ⊕ “bathroom
decor style” = “choose bathroom decor style.” Such a re-
moval strategy is motivated by the fact that in English most
of the possible (non-adjectival) refinements are syntactically
performed as an addition to the right.

2.3 Scoring keyphrases
We now introduce the generative probabilistic model
Pk(q|q0), which operates as follows. First, we consider the

documents that are relevant to the initial query. Then, we
take the keywords that are generated by these documents.
Finally, we use both the initial query and the keywords as
generators of keyphrases. The graphical representation of
the model is depicted in Figure 2. Formally:

P(q|q0) = ∑
d

P(d|q0)∑
k

P(q|q0,k)P(k|d). (3)

This model has three components:

• P(d|q0) expresses the relevance of document d to the
initial query q0. Since we do not have relevance scores
for documents, we make the simplifying assumption
that all documents are equally important, i.e., set this
probability uniformly across documents. This is rea-
sonable as we only consider documents from the first
search result page.

• P(k|d) is the keyword generation probability, which is
estimated according to:

P(k|d) ∝ ∑
f∈F

λ f s(k,d f ), (4)

where s(k,d f ) is the confidence score from keyword
extraction, F is the set of document fields (snippet,
content), and λ f are the corresponding field weights
(∑ f∈F λ f = 1). To simplify notation, we write λ to de-
note λsnippet , which implies that λcontent = 1−λ.

• P(q|q0,k) is the keyphrase generation probability,
which is set proportional to the weight of the rule that
was used when creating that candidate keyphrase (cf.
Eq. (2)):

P(q|q0,k) ∝ s(q,q0,k). (5)

We omitted the normalizer terms in Eqs. (4) and (5) for read-
ability.

3 Official Runs and Results
We submitted the following three runs:

UiS4 For a given initial query, we use uniformly the web
search engine suggestions with the highest priority in
the ranking. Formally, Ps(q|q0) is uniformly distributed
in Eq. (1), and σ is chosen such that σPs(q|q0) is larger
than the maximum of the scores of any other possible
candidate. Next in the ranking follow the keyphrases
generated as described in Sect. 2.2, using only the ex-
tracted keywords as-is (i.e., by making γ= 1 in Eq. (2));
λ is set such that keywords originating from the snippet
field have priority over the ones from the content field.

UiS8 This approach is essentially the same as UiS4, but
here the web search engine suggestions are ranked
with a score Ps(q|q0) proportional to their rank posi-
tion, as retrieved from the suggestion APIs. As before,
they are still placed in positions higher than any other
keyphrase. The other keyphrases in the ranking are ob-
tained and scored as before.



Table 1: Configuration settings used in our runs.

Run Web search Generated
engine suggestions keyphrases

UiS4 Set γ = 1
UiS8 List γ = 1
UiS9 Not used α,β > γ

Table 2: Evaluation results for our runs, as well as the mean
and maximum scores across all participants. All numbers
are averaged over the set of test queries.

Run α-NDCG@20 ERR-IA@20

UiS4 0.6596 0.5333
UiS8 0.6985 0.5670
UiS9 0.6056 0.4738

Participants Mean 0.4941 0.4149
Participants Max 0.7664 0.6821

UiS9 In this approach we obtain keyphrases by using all the
generation rules, cf. Sect. 2.2. The scoring schema is
such that it forces to rank first keyphrases that are not
from the last rule (i.e., by setting α and β in Eq. (2) such
that α > γ and β > γ) and from any field; then follow
the extracted keywords as-is from the snippet field; and
finally the extracted keywords from the content field.
We do not make use of web search engine suggestions
at all, i.e. σ = 0 in Eq. (1).

Table 1 presents a more concise description of our three
systems, by indicating how each of the two main keyphrase
sources contributes to the final ranking.

Apart from the evaluation scores of our runs, the only re-
sults currently available from the track are the minimum,
mean, and maximum performances of each query across all
the participating systems. Table 2 presents these results.

4 Analysis
In this section we summarize the main insights from our
results. Since the ground truth dataset is not released yet,
we perform a simple evaluation by obtaining, for each of
our submissions, the differences per query between our α-
NDCG@20 and the mean performance according to the
same metric. Fig. 3 shows these differences for each of our
three approaches.

After comparing Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, it is clear that the
web search engine suggestions, while keeping their relative
ranking positions as they are provided, contribute substan-
tially. This might also give some clues about the nature of
the ground truth dataset, as most of its results come from
the same kind of search engine suggestions. The lack of
such suggestions in UiS9 is somehow compensated with our
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(b) UiS8
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(c) UiS9

Figure 3: Evaluation of the performances of our approaches
on the 2016 dataset.

keyphrase generation method if comparing both averaged
performances in Table 2. On the other hand, relying only
on generated keyphrases (UiS9) is not very effective on its
own; roughly half of the queries have a negative difference.
Our other two systems increasingly from UiS4 to UiS8 per-
form with a good amount of large positive differences.



5 Conclusions
We have described our participation in the TREC 2016 Tasks
track. We have introduced a general probabilistic framework
in which we combine query suggestions from web search
engines with keyphrases generated from top ranked docu-
ments. Our initial results have been promising.

In the future we plan to extend our approach to incorporate
diversity, and also consider additional sources for extracting
keywords and methods for generating keyphrases.
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